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ABSTRACT
In our participation to the TREC 2020 Fair Ranking Track, the Uni-
versity of Glasgow Terrier Team investigated a new approach for
organically uncovering latent communities of authors that we wish
to be fair to. Our deployed approach leverages a co-embedding
model to jointly model a document’s attributes, such as the doc-
ument’s authors, and the citation link graph of the documents in
a collection, within a single embedding space. This network co-
embedding is then used as input to a community detection approach
that automatically updates the identified communities for each in-
stance of a repeated query. Moreover, we experiment with two
different ranking strategies to provide a fair exposure to different
communities, and the authors within the communities, over time.
Our first ranking strategy is inspired by the concepts of coverage
and novelty from search results diversification, while our second
ranking strategy leverages a data fusion approach for prioritising
different communities over time.

1 INTRODUCTION
Building on last year’s participation, for the TREC 2020 Fair Rank-
ing Track re-ranking task, the University of Glasgow Terrier Team
aimed to build upon their Terrier.org Information Retrieval (IR) plat-
form [7, 10] to investigate another approach for organically uncov-
ering the latent communities of authors that we wish to be fair to.

Our approach jointly models a document’s attributes, such as
co-authorship, and the document collection’s citation link graph
within a single embedding space, before leveraging a community
detection approach to organically uncover latent communities of
authors. Such latent author communities are likely to, for example,
work on a particular problem or within a particular field of research.
Moreover, our approach automatically updates the membership of
the identified communities for each instance of a repeated query to
try to ensure fairness for unknown, or arbitrary, protected groups.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our community detection ap-
proach for generating fair rankings, we experiment with two dis-
tinct ranking strategies. Our proposed strategies aim to provide
a fair exposure to authors within a particular community, and to
provide a fair exposure to each of the communities over time. The
first ranking strategy that we deploy is inspired by search results
diversification [12] while the second ranking strategy that we de-
ploy leverages a well-known data fusion [3] approach to prioritise
different communities over time.

In the following, we first describe our community detection
fairness approach. Next we discuss the two ranking strategies that
we deploy, before discussing the relevance-focused component of
our approaches and providing details of our submitted runs. We
then present an analysis of our obtained results.

2 COMMUNITY DETECTION FOR FAIR
RANKING

Our participation in the Fair Ranking Track 2020 builds upon a novel
community detection approach for identifying groups of documents
that share common attributes, such as authors, and that are related
to each other, for example through citations. Our intuition is that to
be fair to unknown, or arbitrary, groups of authors when generating
rankings we need a way of automatically uncovering the latent
author groups, or communities, that exist within the collection of
documents that are to be ranked.

Our deployed community detection approach for fair ranking
constructs a co-embedding attribute network [9] to jointly model
the documents’ attributes and the links that exist between the
documents in the collection. Our approach has three stages, as
follows:

• Stage 1: Constructs a directed network multigraph repre-
senting the document collection where a node in the graph
is a document in the collection, represented by a set of at-
tributes of the document. The edges of the graph are the
citation links between documents.

• Stage 2: Learns a co-embedding of the constructed graph,
which jointly models the documents’ attributes and the links
between documents within a single embedding space.

• Stage 3: Deploys a clustering-based community detection
approach to identify communities within the learned embed-
dings.

For our participation in the Fair Ranking Track 2020, in Stage 1
of our community detection approach, we leverage a document’s
authors as attributes for the nodes of the graph and citation links
as the graph edges. We note however, that the proposed approach
is not restricted to modelling nodes and links in such a way. For
example, the document’s attributes can easily be updated to also
include the terms of the document.

3 FAIR RANKING STRATEGIES
We experiment with two strategies for generating fair rankings
that aim to provide a fair exposure to our organically identified
latent communities, and the authors within those communities,
over time. Both of our approaches combine a community fairness
score with a relevance score (we will discuss our approach for
ranking the documents with respect to relevance in Section 4) for
each document on a query-by-query basis to provide a fair exposure
over multiple repeated queries.



3.1 Ranking Approach 1: Community
Representativeness

Our first fair ranking strategy is loosely inspired by search results
diversification [12]. Specifically, we take inspiration from the search
results diversification concepts of novelty (that selects documents
to include in a ranking if they discuss sub-topics of an ambiguous
query that are not yet discussed by the documents that have previ-
ously been selected for the ranking) and coverage (where documents
that represent many potential sub-topics of an ambiguous query
are promoted in the ranking).

However, differently from search results diversification, we aim
to promote documents in the ranking that are (a) highly representa-
tive of the community that they belong to and, (b) highly dis-similar
to the documents that are in the other communities. Importantly,
for this approach, we consider that each document is a member of
a single community and we generate new communities (varying
the size and membership of the communities) for each instance of
a repeated query, to try to ensure a fair exposure for communities
and authors over time.

Our community representativeness fair ranking strategy com-
bines the scores of two components. The first component, namely
Community Coverage, scores documents based on their similarity to
the other documents within the document’s own community. The
Community Coverage component prioritises the documents that
are the most representative of the community that the documents
belong to. The second component, namely Community Novelty,
scores a document based on its dis-similarity to the documents that
are members of the communities that the current document does
not belong to. This component promotes documents if they are
different from the documents that are in the other communities, i.e.,
the communities that the candidate document does not belong to.

For our experiments, we deploy two variants of our community
representativeness fair ranking strategy to combine the community-
based scores with the predicted relevance of a document to generate
the final ranking for a particular instance of a query. We provide
details of the different variants that we deploy in Section 5.

3.2 Ranking Approach 2: Data Fusion for
Community Prioritisation

For our second community-based fair ranking strategy, we leverage
a data fusion (rank aggregation) technique, CombSUM [3], that has
previously been shown to be an effective component for diversi-
fication [6]. To leverage data fusion to provide a fair exposure to
individual communities, we assign prioritisation scores to each of
the identified communities and generate multiple rankings. Each
of the generated rankings prioritises the documents in a particular
community, based on the community’s assigned prioritisation score.
The generated rankings are then aggregated to construct the final
ranking.

For each instance of a repeated query, our data fusion community
prioritisation ranking strategy has the following four stages:

• Stage 1: Define 𝑛 communities, where each document in the
collection of documents that is to be ranked is a member of
exactly one community.

• Stage 2: Deploy a stochastic process to assign a priority
score to each of the communities, so that the communities
are ranked 1..𝑛.

• Stage 3: Generate n rankings of documents where the rank
score for a document is calculated as the document’s rele-
vance scoremultiplied by the priority score of the community
that the document is a member of.

• Stage 4: Deploy a data fusion technique to aggregate the
rank scores of each of the 𝑛 rankings to generate the final
ranking for the query instance.

4 INDEXING & RETRIEVAL
We indexed the semantic scholar [2] corpus using Terrier [7, 10]
v5.2. We transformed the JSON representation of the corpus into
traditional TREC documents, where each JSON attribute is repre-
sented as a separate field in the TREC document, before indexing the
collection. When indexing the collection, we recorded the ‘TITLE’,
‘PAPERABSTRACT’ and ‘OTHER’ fields, where ‘OTHER’ contains
the text from all of the remaining fields in a TREC document. We
removed stopwords using Terrier’s standard stopword list and ap-
plied Terrier’s implementation of Porter stemmer [11]. This index
was used in all our TREC submitted runs.

We investigated a number of retrieval strategies to form a base
ranking that provides the document relevance scores for each of
our community detection fair ranking approaches. We found that
combining the DPH [4] parameter-free document weighting model
from the Divergence from Randomness (DFR) framework [1] with
the PyTerrier [8] implementation of ColBERT [5] resulted in the
most effective retrieval performance. We use the relevance scores
from this configuration for four of our five submitted runs. As a
comparison benchmark, to evaluate the relative improvements that
are the result of integrating ColBERT into the retrieval process,
we also submitted a run where the relevance scores are generated
using DPH alone.

5 SUBMITTED RUNS
We submitted five runs to the TREC 2020 Fair Ranking Track:

• UoGTrBComRel: This run is a linear combination of the
DPH+ColBERT relevance scores from PyTerrier and the
(dis)similarity scores from each of the two components of our
community representativeness fair ranking strategy, as fol-
lows: Relevance+Community Coverage+Community Novelty.
The relevance component and both of the components of
our community representativeness fair ranking strategy are
weighted equally in this variant. In practice, this means that,
for documents that have a relatively high relevance score,
the relevance component in this variant dominates the com-
munity representativeness components. This ensures that
documents that are predicted to be relevant remain close to
the top of the final ranking.

• UoGTrBComPro: This run combines the DPH+ColBERT
relevance scores fromPyTerrier with the (dis)similarity scores
from each of the two components of our community repre-
sentativeness fair ranking strategy. Differently from UoGTr-
BComRel, this run linearly combines a document’s relevance
score with the product of the (dis)similarity scores from each
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Table 1: Run results in terms of the Mean (per-query) dif-
ference in expected exposure from the target exposure over
200 queries. The table also shows the variance (Var) and stan-
dard deviation (Std.) of each of our approaches and theTREC
Min, Mean, Median and Max. The best Mean score is high-
lighted in bold.

Mean Var Std.
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑙 0.7966 0.1973 0.4442
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑃𝑟𝑜 0.8087 0.1971 0.4439
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝐹𝑢 0.6078 0.1053 0.3245
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝑅𝑒𝑙 0.8251 0.2045 0.4523
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑙 0.7966 0.1973 0.4442
TREC (per-query) Min 0.2931 0.0329 0.1814
TREC (per-query) Mean 0.7566 0.0653 0.2555
TREC (per-query) Median 0.7147 0.0789 0.2809
TREC (per-query) Max 1.4304 0.1649 0.4062

of the two components of our community representativeness
fair ranking strategy, as follows: Relevance+(Community
Coverage∗Community Novelty). This approach puts rela-
tively more emphasis on the scores generated by the com-
munity representativeness ranking strategy. In particular,
the more a document is dissimilar to the documents that
are in other communities, the more the document’s own
community representativeness score (Community Coverage)
is boosted. This can promote a document higher up a rank-
ing than is likely to happen in the UoGTrBComRel variant.
If a document is completely similar to the documents that
are in other communities, then this approach reduces to a
linear combination of the document’s relevance score plus
the document’s own community representativeness score.

• UoGTrBComFu: This run is a linear combination of the
DPH+ColBERT relevance scores from PyTerrier with the
scores from our data fusion community prioritisation rank-
ing strategy. The run deploys data fusion to promote different
communities over time.

• UoGTrBRel: This run simply consists in ranking, for each
instance of a query in the sequence, the documents according
to their DPH+ColBERT relevance scores from PyTerrier. No
fairness component is explicitly enforced.

• UoGTrComRel: This run is the same as 𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑙 ,
except that the documents’ relevance scores are generated
by DPH alone (i.e., there is no ColBERT integration deployed
when generating the relevance scores for this run).

6 RESULTS
In this section, we provide a concise analysis of the performances
of our five submitted runs as reported by the official track metric,
the difference in expected exposure from the target exposure. For
the fairness ground-truth, each document is assigned to one of
three fairness groups based on the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) economic development status of the country of each author’s
affiliation, either advanced, developing, or mixed.

Table 2: Per-query analysis. Number of queries (out of 200
queries) for which each approach achieved the lowest dif-
ference in expected exposure from the target exposure (i.e.
the best performing system for a particular query) (= 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒 ),
less than the mean difference (< 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 ), less than the me-
dian difference (< 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 ) and less than the max differ-
ence (< 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑒 ) in expected exposure from the target expo-
sure. Best values are highlighted in bold.

= 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒 < 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 < 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 < 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑒

𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑙 11 71 87 194
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑃𝑟𝑜 10 67 83 193
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝐹𝑢 15 140 155 200
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝑅𝑒𝑙 8 66 80 191
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑙 2 82 92 196

Table 1 presents the mean difference in expected exposure and
target exposure for each of our submitted runs, averaged over 200
queries. Table 1 also presents the mean values of the per-query
TREC min, TREC mean, TREC median and TREC max differences
in expected and target exposures (lower scores are better). From
Table 1, we can see that 𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝐹𝑢 achieves a smaller differ-
ence in expected and target exposures than the TREC mean and
TREC Median (mean scores over the 200 queries).

Table 2 presents how each of our approaches performed on a per-
query basis, in terms on the number of queries where an approach
achieved the smallest difference in expected and target exposures
(denoted as = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒 ), less than the TREC mean difference (denoted
as < 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 ), less than the TREC median difference (denoted as
< 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 ) or less than the TREC Max difference (denoted as
< 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑒 ). We can see from Table 2 that our data fusion community
prioritisation ranking strategy (𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝐹𝑢) performed best
from all of the runs submitted to TREC for 15 of the 200 queries
(7.5%). Moreover, this approach resulted in a smaller difference
between expected and target exposure than the TRECMean for 70%
of the queries (140) and a smaller difference than the TREC Median
for 77.5% of the queries (155). Furthermore, our 𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝐹𝑢

performed better than at least one of the other systems submitted
to TREC for all of the queries. Overall, these results are promising
and we will further investigate developing our proposed approach
as future work.

Turning our attention to the performance of our community
representativeness fair ranking strategy, we can see from Table 1
that, in terms of mean performance over the 200 queries, our
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑙 variant (a linear combination of relevance and
the (dis)similarity scores from our community representativeness
fair ranking strategy), performs better than our 𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑃𝑟𝑜

variant (which puts relatively more weight on the scores gen-
erated by the community representativeness components than
the relevance component). Indeed, from Table 2, we can see that
𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑙 performs better than𝑈𝑜𝐺𝑇𝑟𝐵𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑃𝑟𝑜 in terms of
= 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒 , < 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 , < 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑒 and < 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑒 . This shows that
relevance is an important component for minimising the differ-
ence between expected and target exposures when deploying our
community representativeness ranking strategies.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
For our participation to the TREC 2020 Fair Ranking Track, we
investigated a new approach for organically uncovering latent com-
munities of authors that we wish to be fair to. Our approach firstly
jointly models, within a single embedding space, a document’s at-
tributes (e.g., the document’s authors) along with the citation link
graph of the document collection. Secondly, our approach leverages
a community detection approach for organically generating author
communities. We also experimented with two different fair ranking
strategies to provide a fair exposure to our identified author com-
munities over time. Our first ranking strategy is inspired by search
results diversification while our second ranking strategy leverages
a data fusion technique. We found that our data fusion-based rank-
ing strategy was particularly effective for providing a fair exposure
to authors over time, resulting in the least difference between the
expected and target exposures for 7.5% of queries, better than the
TREC Mean for 70% of queries and better than the TREC Median
for 77.5% of queries.
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